INFORMATION SHEET
Frequently Asked Questions - All Sitting Options

How much will it cost the families? Each family can purchase a $15 voucher that entitles them to one 20 X 25cm Framed Family Portrait valued at $60 (studio sitting) and $180 (country sitting).

What information will the families receive? With every $15 purchased they are to be given a Parents Information Sheet with the voucher, an example is in your pack.

Can families purchase additional portraits? Yes, families can choose from single or specially priced portrait packages with savings of over $500.

When do the families get to view the photographs? Straight after the sitting. We provide large screen monitors and experienced staff to guide the parents when viewing the images.

Do the parents have to be in the photographs? No. The families choose who they want in the photographs. This can be one generation or 3 it’s entirely up to the family, we don’t set restrictions on personal preferences.

Where do the sittings take place? We offer two options, the first is indoor usually on the school premises. The second option is for the family to come and join us on our farm. Located in Yellingbo, just 20 minutes from Lilydale we offer this exclusive service for those families that want something different. By using the magnificent surroundings of the Yarra Valley as a back drop we can produce beautiful imagery within a country setting. Visit our website to view our outdoor gallery.

Do we have to offer the outdoor option? No, that is entirely up to you. We are flexible you can offer the following and the promo pack will reflect your choice.

Pack 1 - Indoor/Outdoor Sitting
Pack 2 - Indoor Sitting Only
Pack 3 - Outdoor Sitting Only

Do the outdoor sittings cost more? No, the voucher is the same price and each family will receive one framed image of their choice. These sittings with the framed print are valued at $180, however the indoor pricing packs are not available with the outdoor sittings. This is due to the extended sitting time and the use of the outdoor studio. All outdoor sittings are priced according to our 2013 general price list.

What is the duration of the sitting time? A minimum of 1 hour.

Are there any restrictions on how many family members can be photographed in the one sitting? No. As long as space allows there are no restrictions on the number of family members.

What backdrops are used? We use white portrait backdrops for the studio sittings (other backdrops can be requested) and the beautiful surroundings of the Yarra Valley for the country sittings.

Is there a limit on poses? No, however there is a limit on time so we will fit in as many poses as possible for the timeframe allocated.

When can the families purchase their photographs? On the day of the sitting, we take orders the same day and leave it up to the families to choose the images. We accept cash, cheque, EPOS and credit card (Mastercard & VISA only) payments to make it easy for families and less work for the school organisers.

Can the parents purchase a CD of all the images taken in the sitting? Our Deluxe Package has a CD option so families can add this component if they wish to. CDs are not sold separately and are only available with the package.

When will the families portraits be available? Two to four weeks depending on the number of participants.

Is there a minimum attendance? Yes, for the studio sessions only we require a minimum of 10 families. A minimum isn’t required for the outdoor sessions.

Please call me direct if you have any questions
(03) 5964 8385 or 0407 306 922
www.lisaangusphotography.com